This paper proposes a new shadow removal approach for input single natural image by using subregion matching illumination transfer. We first propose an effective and automatic shadow detection algorithm incorporating global successive thresholding scheme and local boundary refinement. Then we present a novel shadow removal algorithm by performing illumination transfer on the matched subregion pairs between the shadow regions and non-shadow regions, and this method can process complex images with different kinds of shadowed texture regions and illumination conditions. In addition, we develop an efficient shadow boundary processing method by using alpha matte interpolation, which produces seamless transition between the shadow and non-shadow regions. Experimental results demonstrate the capabilities of our algorithm in both the shadow removal quality and performance.
Introduction
Shadow detection and removal is fundamental problem in computer graphics and computer vision communities, which can greatly improve the performance of various applications, such as image interpretation and object classification. Shadow removal is also beneficial to increase the visual realism and physical realism in image editing and processing. Many shadow removal approaches have been proposed in the last decade (see [AHO11] for a survey). Although impressive results have been produced, as shadow removal is a difficult problem, these methods usually give assumptions under which these methods can be performed successfully. These assumptions include lighting conditions, image acquisition devices, surface materials, object reflectance, etc. Consequently, most methods are capable of producing good results for the images in which the assumptions hold.
In this paper, we propose a novel shadow removal method for the input single image. The shadow removal process consists of two challenging subtasks: shadow detection and † Corresponding to Chunxia Xiao: cxxiao@whu.edu.cn shadow removal. As a preprocess procedure, we first present an automatic shadow detection method to obtain accurate shadow boundaries. Then based on the shadow detection results, we develop an efficient shadow removal method using subregion matching illumination transfer to produce highquality shadow-free image. Note that as shadow removal is a very challenging problem, our method also has limitation in processing all kinds of shadow situation, however, we hope that the proposed method can provide an alternative way in shadow removal communities.
Many methods have been proposed for shadow detection. For example, Finlayson et al. [FHLD06] compared edges in the original RGB image to edges found in an illuminantinvariant image, and detected the shadows in the image automatically. As accurate shadow detection is an extremely difficult task, to detect complex shadows, user interaction also has been applied [WTBS07, SL08] to improve the shadow detection result. In this paper, we present a shadow detection method by exploiting a coarse-to-fine strategy. We first detect the coarse shadow regions by using global successive thresholding scheme [CLH09, Ots75] , and then we improve the detected shadows using local guided filtering operator to refine the shadow boundaries, this method works well for our shadow removal procedure.
For an input image, the illumination conditions are usually complex, and the different materials usually have different reflectance (albedo) to the illumination, which make the shadows usually nonuniform. Thus, global uniform shadow removal method without considering the material and texture variation may not produce satisfactory results. For some complex shadow images, when the shadowed regions contain two or more kinds of textures or materials, handling each kind of regions separately is a better choice. Based on above observations, we propose a novel shadow removal algorithm by performing adaptive illumination transfer techniques [XSXM13] on the matched subregion pairs. First, we divide the detected shadow and non-shadow areas into different subregions based on texture segmentation, such that each subregion has similar textures or materials. Then, for each shadowed subregion, we find a corresponding nonshadowed subregion based on texture similarity matching. Finally, we perform adaptive illumination transfer method [XSXM13] on the matched pair of shadow and non-shadow subregions, and obtain the final shadow-free image.
Shadow boundary is the transition zone between the shadow areas and non-shadow areas, however, shadow removal around the shadow boundary is a challenging problem for the following reasons: (1) The shadow boundary area usually can not be accurately detected out, especially for complex shadow; (2) the illumination usually changes dramatically in the boundary regions, which makes it difficult to design an effective shadow removal algorithm on these regions. Several shadow boundary processing have been proposed [GDH11, SL08] , however, there still are much space left to improve the affectivity and efficiency of shadow boundary removal. In this paper, we exploit the image alpha matte interpolation in shadow transition, and propose a new boundary processing method which can efficiently remove the shadow along the boundaries.
The main contributions of our work are as follows:
• Present a fast and effective shadow detection algorithm incorporating global successive thresholding scheme [CLH09] and local boundary refinement.
• Propose a shadow removal method based on subregion matching, which can process complex shadowed regions with different kinds of texture regions and illumination conditions.
• Develop an efficient shadow boundary processing method by using smooth alpha matte interpolation in computing shadow transition parameter.
In Figure 1 , we give the overview for the proposed shadow removal system. For an input image, we first detect the shadow regions of the image, and utilize a guided filter to compute more accurate shadow boundaries. Then we perform shadow removal based on the subregion matching. Finally, we remove the shadow around the shadow boundaries and produce final shadow-free image. The various steps of the process are detailed in the following sections.
Related Work
Many shadow detection and shadow removal methods have been proposed, the comprehensive survey is beyond the cope of this paper, we only refer to the most related work to our paper.
Shadow detection: Many shadow detection approaches based on physical illumination model and color model have been proposed. For example, Finlayson et al. [FHLD06, FDL04, FHD02 ] transformed a color image into an illuminant invariance gray-scale image, which is related to the photographic function of camera and the reflection character of surface. Utilizing the illuminant invariance image, this method can automatically detect the shadow and has low time complexity. However, it may be difficult to get accurate shadow boundary for complex shadow images. Several data-driven approaches have been proposed that learn to detect shadows based on training images [ZSMT10, LEN10, GDH11] . For example, Zhu et al.
[ZSMT10] proposed a learning-based approach for automatically detecting shadows in a single monochromatic image. Different from the traditional method utilizing pixel or boundary information, Guo et al. [GDH11] presented a shadow detection method using a relational graph of paired regions. Although visually pleasing results have been obtained, the time complexity of this method is relatively much higher. More automatic shadow detection algorithms refer to the survey paper [AHO11] .
As automatic shadow detection is an extremely difficult task, for example, it is difficult to determine whether a pixel is dark due to the shadow or the reflectance at the corresponding scene point. Sometimes, even human being is difficult to accurately identify the shadowed regions from the image. Thus, user interaction also has been applied [WTBS07, SL08, LG08] improve the shadow detection result. However, for complex images, shadow detection is still a challenging problem, especially for processing high resolution images. For remote sensing images, where there are too much shadowed region, thus, much user interaction is tedious for this application.
Shadow removal: Finlayson and his colleagues proposed a series of shadow removal methods [FHLD06, FHD02, FDL04] . They treated shadow removal as a reintegration problem based on detected shadow edges. These shadow removal methods are good in the theory formulation and achieve some impressive results. However, the reintegration method depends on precise detection of shadow edges, and inaccurate shadow edges may produce unpleasing results. Furthermore, these methods do not consider the effect of the ambient illumination and the variation of the object materials, thus, the fine texture detail Inspired by color transfer technique [RAGS01], by building linear mapping models from the shadowed and lit areas, Shor et al. [SL08] described a method for producing a high-quality shadow-free image from a single input image, followed by a pyramid-based restoration process. However, this method does not work well for recover texture detail of the shadowed regions. More recently, improving the work [SL08, RAGS01], Xiao et al. [XSXM13] proposed an adaptive multi-scale illumination transfer technique, considering the material reflectance variation, this method not only effectively removes the shadows but also recovers the texture detail of the shadowed regions. Guo et al. [GDH11] calculated the ratio between direct light and environment light and obtained the recovered image by relighting each pixel. However, this method also does not take the reflectance variation into account, and it also can not recover the texture detail well. Arbel and Hel-Or [AHO11] considered each image channel as an intensity surface, and approximated the shape of the intensity surface in shadow regions to aid in obtaining shadow-free images. They also performed shadow-free region enhancement to further improve the quality of the final shadow-free image. 
Shadow detection
The HSI color model, which follows the human visual perception closely, separates the color components in terms of intensity, hue and saturation. Tsai [Tsa06] utilized the ratio value of the hue over the intensity to construct a ratio map for detecting shadows of color aerial images. The ratio map is built on the HSI color model. It has been observed that shadow regions usually have lower intensity value and higher hue value compared with other non-shadow regions in the image [Tsa06] . To highlight the difference between shadow regions and lit regions, inspired by [Tsa06] , we construct a ratio map as follows: r(x) = H(x)/(I(x) + 0.01), where I(x) and H(x) refer to value of intensity and hue of the pixel x in the input image, respectively. We apply the bilateral filter [TM98] to filter the input image to alleviate the noise effec- t before computing the ratio map r(x). Note that we bound r(x) to [0, 255] to make it more convenient for subsequent processing.
Based on the ratio map r(x), we use the Otsu's method [Ots75] to compute a coarse shadow detection map s which is consisted of candidate shadow regions and candidate nonshadow regions. The Otsu's method [Ots75] assumes that the image to be thresholded contains two classes of pixels, and calculates the optimum threshold separating those two classes so that their inter-class variance is maximum. We apply the Otsu's method over the histogram of the ratio map r(x) to automatically select an optimal threshold T . The optimal threshold T is determined as follows:
where
i=T +1 i · p i and p i is the probability of the gray level i. According to the threshold T , a coarse shadow detection map s can be obtained by:
here, s(x) = 1 refers to those pixels lying in the candidate shadow regions in the image, and s(x) = 0 refers to those pixels lying in the candidate non-shadow regions. Instead of only using the global thresholding process in Tsai's algorithm, we also apply the successive thresholding scheme (STS)
[CLH09] to detect shadows more accurately.
This method produces satisfactory results for remote sensing images, when applied for nature images, this method needs to be further improved. Since for most natural images, the illumination is usually complex, and the object materials and textures also vary greatly. Sometimes, not all the shadow areas can be detected out for images with various texture types using only once detection processing. For example, the image in Figure 1 has three kinds of textures (grass, soil and pavement), and only the grass and the soil are identified using above detection procedure for once. To detect the shadows from the image with several kinds of textures, we usually repeat the above procedure for two or three times, depending on the image complexity. Figure 1(d) shows an final detection result using shadow detection process twice.
The result produced by this method is binary shadow detection result, to receive more accurate shadow boundary detection results. We apply the guided filter [HST10] to refine the shadow boundary detection. Let I be the original image which acts as the guidance image, the binary shadow image s is the input image, the filer output is q , the ω k is local window centered at the pixel k. The guided filter is a local linear model between the guidance I and the filter output q : qx = a T k Ix + c k , ∀x ∈ ω k , where a k and c k are the filtering coefficients [HST10] . By applying Integral Image technique [Cro84], the filter can be computed in O(N) time.With the guided filter, the input binary shadow mask is refined to be the alpha matte near the binary shadow boundary. We then truncate the alpha matte q according to given threshold, and obtain the final shadow result S. As illustrated in Figure 2 , with the original image as the guidance, the refined shadow detection result is more smooth and accurate than the original shadow mask, especially at the shadow boundaries. The alpha matte q will also be used in the following boundary shadow processing. 
Shadow removal using subregion matching
For complex images with different object materials and illumination conditions, to derive satisfactory shadow removal results, the selection of the lit regions is important. As shown in Figure 3 , the texture materials of the wood blocks are complex, and the illumination conditions are also varying, there are umbra, penumbra and other complex soft shadows in the images. If we apply the uniform illumination transfer technique [SL08, XSXM13] , and transfer the illumination information of one lit region to all shadow regions to perform shadow removal, the results are not convincing. Thus, in these complex cases, to receive satisfactory results, for the shadow regions with different textures, materials and illumination conditions, we have to select appropriate lit regions as samples to produce better results. In the following sections, we develop a shadow removal methods based on subregion matching.
Texture segmentation and matching
We first segment the shadowed regions and lit regions into subregions, respectively, and each subregion has similar texture. In our system, we apply the graph-based image segmentation [FH04] to perform the image segmentation process, where the image pixels with similar material and texture are clustered together. As illustrated in Figure 4 , in the For each subregion in shadowed region, we find a corresponding subregion in the lit regions based on the subregion matching. The subregion matching operator is consisted of two steps. We first extract the textural feature for each subregion of both the shadowed and lit regions. We apply the feature representation based on Gabor wavelet transform [MM96] to extract the texture feature. Then we perform the subregion matching procedure, for each subregion in the shadow regions, we find a best matching subregion in the lit regions, and obtain the subregion matching pairs. Finally, for each subregion matching pair, we apply the adaptive illumination transfer technique to complete the shadow removal.
Let S = {s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s N } and B = {b 1 , b 2 , · · · , b M } be the set of subregions inside the shadow areas and the lit areas, respectively. N is the number of the subregions in S, and M is the number of subregions in B. Subregion matching is performed in the following two steps:
Step 1: Texture feature computing. Compute the texture features for each subregion of S and B. According to [MM96] , we compute the feature vectorf = [µ 00 σ 00 µ 01 σ 01 · · · µmnσmn](0 ≤ m < 4, 0 ≤ n < 6) for each subregion. The µmn and σmn represent the mean and the standard deviation of the magnitude of the transform coefficients wm,n, which is the Gabor wavelet transform of subregion, and subscripts m and n are the index of the scale and orientation, respectively. The feature vectorf represents the local structures of the subregion in multiple scales and orientations. We denotef Step 2: Subregion matching. For patch s i and b j , our patch matching method considers two kinds of metrics: the texture feature distance dist_texture(i, j) and the space distance dist_space(i, j). More especially, the texture feature distance measures the difference between two corresponding subregions in the texture feature space:
mn ) are the mean and the standard deviation of texture features of subregion s i and b j , respectively. α(µmn) and α(σmn) are the mean and the standard deviation of the magnitude of wm,n computed in the whole input image I.
The space distance between the two subregions s i and b j is defined as:
) indicate the mean value of the x-coordinate and y-coordinate of all the pixels in s i (or b j ).
In our experiments, for each subregion s i , we find the most similar N T (in our experiments N T = 10) subregions in B, sort these subregions in distance increasing order and save these indexes in array Mark_texture[N T ]. Similarly, for each subregion s i , we extracting the N S (we set N S = 5 in our experiments) subregions in B with minimum space distance to s i , and save the indexes of these subregions in mark_space[N S ]. The subregion matching is performed as follows: arrays, the region merged from all subregions in these two arrays, serves as the best-matching subregion for s i . Figure 4 show some subregion matching results, for each subregion in the shadowed regions, we find its best matching subregion in lit regions. For example, subregion 1, 2, 3 in the shadow regions matches subregion 4, 6, 5 in lit areas, respectively.
Shadow removal
In image formation equation [Bar] , an image I(x) at the pixel x is the pixel wise product of illumination and reflectance:
where L(x) and R(x) are the illumination and the reflectance (albedo) at the pixel x.
Assuming a scene whose shadows are cast due to a single primary source of illumination, if a pixel x is in lit region, the illumination can be described as a sum of two terms,
and L a (x) is the indirect (ambient) illumination. Thus the intensity at pixel x is :
. If some object occludes the primary light source, it will cast a shadow at pixel x. As this occluder would also block some of the ambient illumination, thus, the reflected intensity at pixel
, where η(x) is the attenuation factor of the ambient illumination.
Based on above observation, Shor et al. [SL08] applied the illumination transfer approach [RAGS01] for shadow removal. The lit intensity at x can be expressed as an affine function between the illuminated and shadowed intensities :
This affine function can be reformulated as :
is the reflected direct illumination in the three RGB color channels, µ(S) and µ(B) are the mean color of the pixels in shadow regions S and lit regions B,
, and σ(S) and σ(B) are the standard deviation of their luminance.
More recently, Xiao et al. [XSXM13] presented an adaptive illumination transfer approach for shadow removal, and improved A avg k using adaptive parameter:
where I k (x) is the intensity value for pixel x, and I avg = µ(S)
is the mean color at the pixels in S. A k (x) varies according to the reflectance variation at pixel x, which efficiently derives a shadow-free image and avoids the loss of texture details.
Based on above discussion, for each matched subregion pair s i and b j , we remove the shadow in s i using the adaptive illumination transfer approach [XSXM13] . Note that the shadow removal is performed in the Lab color space. After finishing the shadow removal processing, the results are transformed back to RGB image. As illustrated in Figure  5 , with the adaptive illumination transfer performed on the paired subregions, the shadows are better removed, and the shadow-free regions are more consistent with the surrounding scenes. 
Shadow boundary processing
As the illumination usually changes dramatically in the shadow boundary regions, shadow boundary processing is a challenging problem. In this section, we introduce new shadow boundary process method based on alpha matte interpolation to remove the shadows of the boundary. We obtain seamless and shadow-free image around the shadow boundaries, and efficiently recover the texture detail of the boundaries. We apply the color and illumination information of the neighboring regions around the boundaries for computing the shadow-free image for the boundaries. As illustrated in Figure 6 , we first specify narrow band φ S (white narrow band) in the shadowed region neighboring to boundaries, and similarly, specify narrow band φ B (gray narrow band) in the lit region neighboring to boundaries. The narrow bands can be computed using image morphological operations, such as dilation and erosion, around the boundaries. We 
where k ∈ {R, G, B}, and α is the shadow matte value. By reforming Eq.10, we receive:
Following previous work [Bar] , an image I k (x) is considered to be the wise product of illumination field L(x) and reflectance R(x), I k (x) = L(x)R(x), and the illumination is composed of two terms:
is the direct illumination and L a (x) is the ambient illumination. With the primary light source occluded in the shadow area, in the shadowed regions, the color intensity is formed by the ambient illumination. The intensity of the shadow area S k (x) and the lit area B k (x) can be expressed as:
With above discussion, we have:
In the shadowed region, the intensity at pixel x produced by ambient illumination S k (x) = L a (x)R(x) can be approximated using the observed image I k (x). With the assumption of local smoothing, we have S k (x) ≈ I avg k , which I avg k is the mean intensity value of the pixels in the window with radius r centered at the pixel x (we set r = 3 in our experimentations). Since the bands bounding the shadow boundary is narrow, we consider I avg k ≈ I avg k = µ k (φ S ). Thus, with Eq.9, Eq.14 can be expressed as:
here h is defined as:
whereB andS are the average luminance of lit and shadowed bands φ B and φ S , W B and W S are the number of piexls in φ B and φ S , respectively.B andS are computed at the l channel, and px and qy are the pixel in φ B , φs respectively.
From Eq.15, we can build the relationship between α(x) and A k (x). We compute the desirable A k (x) as follows:
is computed using the information of shadowed and lit band φ S and φ B , and α(x) is computed using the guidance filtering described in section 3. With the computed A k (x), we apply the shadow removal model (Eq.8) to remove the shadow around the boundaries and receive image I b f k (x). From the Eq.17, we observe that A k (x) transitions smoothly in the boundary regions according to the variation of α(x), which is consistent with the illumination variation.
To make a smoother transmission at the shadow boundary, we blend the boundary processing result I b f k (x) with the input shadow image I k (x) using a blending function p(x) and receive the final shadow-free image I f ree k :
Here, the blending function p(x) is setting as: p(x) = aα(x) 2 + b, where a, b are the parameters, and in our experiments, we set a = 0.2, and b = 1.15.
Note that in the shadow removal section, the shadow removal results around the boundaries between the subregions may not be illumination inconsistent. We also apply this We also present comparison results with previous methods [FHLD06, SL08] . The results show that our method is better to recover the image details and is faithful to preserve original texture of original images.
Algorithm overview
In algorithm 1, we outline the main steps of the proposed shadow removal algorithm described in this paper.
Algorithm 1: Shadow removal algorithm
Input: RGB image I Output: Shadow-free RGB image 1. Shadow detection: Detect the shadow regions S from I, the rest regions are lit regions B.
2. Texture segmentation: Segmenting S, B into subregions
3. Subregions matching: Find a optimal matching subregion b j in B for each subregion s i in S.
4. Shadow removal: For the subregion pair (s i , b j ), remove the shadow of subregion s i applying the adaptive affine shadow formation model.
Boundary processing:
Remove the boundary shadow of S using alpha matte interpolation.
Results and Discussion
In this section, we show the results generated by our algorithm and compare our results to the most related methods. All our results are implemented using C++ on a machine equipped with Pentium(R) Dual-Core CPU E5200@2.50GHz with 2GB RAM.
In Figure 7 , we give the comparison results on the shadow boundaries processing. Shor et al. [SL08] processed the shadow boundary using graph-cut based texture inpainting [KSE * 03]. This method can produce visually pleasing results for images with abundant self-similar texture information, while for shadow boundaries with sharp structures, while this method cannot receive faithful shadow free boundaries since inpainting method will modify the image boundary content. The method [FHLD06] depends on precise detection of shadow edges, without careful parameter tuning, inaccurate shadow edges may produce unpleasing results. Our method can produce seamless shadow-free results for images with self-similar texture or sharp structures, and will not modify the image content.
Figure 8 compares our shadow detection method to ground truth and the methods generated by the methods [GDH11] and [SL08] . For the results of [GDH11] , we apply the code presented by the authors on the website. We can see the sometimes this method is not robust, some shadow areas cannot be detected out, it is also time-consuming using graph based pairwise classification. We also compared the interactive shadow detection method of Shor et al. [SL08] , and this method applies closed-form interpolation [LLW08] to perform shadow detection. The results are good, however, this method [SL08] incorporates user interaction, and furthermore, this method is also time-consuming for solving the closed-form optimization [LLW08] . Our method works well in shadow detection, furthermore, our method is automatic and fast. It takes about 37.85s, 58.33s, 2.14s for [GDH11] and [SL08] and our method, respectively, to complete the shadow detection for the image with size of 640 × 425 in the first row of Figure 8 .
In Figure 5 and Figure 9 , we remove some complex shadows from the images and also compare with related methods [FHLD06, SL08, GDH11] . In these examples, there are different object materials in each image. As illustrated in Figure 5 , the texture materials of the wood blocks are complex, our shadow removal method using subregion matching produces the best results. In the top row of Figure 9 , the different regions of the wooden wall have different materials, and the illumination conditions are also nonuniform, the uniform shadow removal methods [FHLD06, SL08, GDH11] do not work well for this image. The bottom row of Figure  9 shows another example. The image consists of three kinds of texture, the grass, soil, and the concrete pavement, our shadow removal result is more consistent with surrounding scenes than other three methods. For a natural image with 800 × 600 pixels, the running time for our shadow removal our algorithm is about 2 to 3 seconds.
In Figure 10 , we give more comparison with [FHLD06, SL08, GDH11], we also give the ground truth of some shadow free images. The input images contain several kinds of textures. Our results are comparable with the ground truth, the texture detail of the shadowed regions is recovered, and shadow-free regions are consistent with the surrounding scene in illumination intensity.
Limitations: Our shadow removing algorithm is based on the subregion matching between the shadow areas and non shadow areas. However, in case when the shadowed regions are too dark and the texture information is lost (as illustrated in Figure 11 ), or the texture information of shadow areas is very fuzzy, our method may fail to remove the shadows. Since in this case, for the subregions of the shadowed areas, we cannot find its corresponding subregions in the lit areas. Furthermore, even finding the corresponding subregion with similar texture in the lit regions, more sophisticated algorithm need to be developed to remove the shadows.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we have presented a novel shadow removal approach. We first introduced a new shadow removal method using texture matching, which can process shadowed image with non-uniform illumination and different texture materials. We also proposed a new shadow boundary processing method using alpha matte interpolation which produces shadow-free and seamless result. Our method can efficiently recover the texture detail of the shadowed regions, and will not destroy the content of the shadowed regions. In the future, we would like to extend our method to video shadow detection and removal. We are also interested in applying shadow removal in image dehazing [XG12] to produce more visually pleasing results. 
